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13 Purpose:To evaluate the safety, immunogenicity and efficacy of a
14 therapeutic DNA vaccine VB10.16, using a uniquemodular vaccine
15 technology that is based on linking antigens to CCL3L1 targeting
16 module, in womenwithHPV16-positive high-grade cervical intrae-
17 pithelial neoplasia (CIN).
18 Patients and Methods: We conducted a first-in-human, open-
19 label, phase I/IIa clinical trial of VB10.16 in subjects with confirmed
20 HPV16-positive CIN 2/3. The primary endpoint was the proportion
21 of participants with adverse events, including dose-limiting toxi-
22 cities. Secondary outcomemeasures includedmeasuring the E6/E7-
23 specific cellular immune response. In the Expansion cohort HPV16
24 clearance, regression of CIN lesion size and grading were assessed
25 during a 12-month follow-up period.
26 Results: A total of 34 women were enrolled: 16 in two dose
27 cohorts and 18 in the expansion cohort. No serious adverse

28 events or dose-limiting toxicities were observed, and none of
29 the subjects discontinued treatment with VB10.16 due to an
30 adverse event. Mild to moderate injection site reactions were the
31 most commonly reported adverse event (79%). HPV16-specific
32 T-cell responses were observed after vaccination in the majority
33 of the subjects. In the expansion cohort, HPV16 clearance was
34 seen in 8 of 17 evaluable subjects (47%). Reductions in lesion
35 size were seen in 16 subjects (94%) and 10 subjects (59%) had
36 regression to CIN 0/1. Correlation between strong IFNg T-cell
37 responses and lesion size reduction was statistically significant
38 (P < 0.001)
39 Conclusions: The novel therapeutic DNA vaccine VB10.16
40 was well tolerated and showed promising evidence of efficacy and
41 strong HPV16-specific T-cell responses in subjects with high-
42 grade CIN.

43 Introduction
44 Cervical carcinoma is often preceded by high-grade cervical intrae-
45 pithelial neoplasia (CIN) and remains one of the most common
46 cancers in women worldwide, with GLOBOCAN statistics from
47 2018 reporting more than 560,000 new cases and more than
48 300,000 deaths (1). This makes it the fourth most common cancer
49 in women worldwide (2). Almost all carcinomas of the cervix are
50 associatedwithHPV infections (2, 3). Amongmore than 35HPV types
51 found in the genital tract, HPV16 accounts for 50% to 60% of cervical
52 cancer cases, followed by HPV18 (10%–20%; ref. 4). These distribu-
53 tions are generally consistent worldwide (5–7). HPV16 is associated
54 with a greater risk of progression from infection to CIN (8, 9). CIN
55 grades 2 and 3 are considered high-grade squamous intraepithelial
56 lesions and, if left untreated, around 30% of CIN 3 lesions will
57 progress to carcinoma (10). Standard treatment for high-grade CIN
58 is cervical excisional surgery (conization) that is associated with some
59 important long-term risks (e.g., preterm delivery), especially in
60 younger women (11).

62Current prophylactic HPV vaccines have been available for more
63than 10 years, with vaccination in approximately 40% of the targeted
64populationworldwide (12, 13).However, prophylactic vaccines are not
65able to treat preestablished infections or eradicate existing cancerous
66lesions and CIN (14). HPV infections and HPV-related malignancies
67will continue to be a public health issue in the coming decades. The
68development of effective nonsurgical treatment options such as ther-
69apeutic HPV vaccines and other anticancer therapies is therefore still
70relevant (15).
71VB10.16 is an antigen-presenting cell (APC) targeting, DNA-based
72therapeutic vaccine that has been developed to treatHPV16-associated
73premalignant and malignant lesions. VB10.16 includes the E6 and E7
74tumor–specific antigens that are expressed by HPV16-infected cells.
75The vaccine encodes a recombinant protein consisting of mutation-
76inactivated E6 and E7 proteins, linked to the natural human chemo-
77kine (C-C motif) ligand 3-like 1 (CCL3L1 or LD78b) in a dimeric
78format. The chemokine CCL3L1 attracts APC and when binding to its
79receptor CCR5 expressed on APC delivers the E6 and E7 antigens
80directly to the APCs, thereby increasing antigen loading and cross
81presentation through direct delivery of the antigen by receptor ligation
82and internalization (16, 17). The mature APCs can migrate to the
83lymph nodes where they activate antigen-specific T cells. These
84activated T cells are then able to kill cancer cells that express the
85relevant antigen (18, 19). This unique mechanism of action, targeting
86the antigens to chemokine-receptors on APCs, induces a powerful
87cellular immune response against the antigens compared with con-
88ventional therapeutic vaccines, whichonly deliver the antigens (16, 17).
89The VB10.16 vaccine holds antigens fromHPV16 and will thus induce
90an immune response specifically to the virus strain infecting the
91transduced cells.
92We conducted a first-in-human, open-label, multicenter, phase
93I/IIa trial to assess the safety and immunogenicity of two different
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96 dosing schedules of 3 mg VB10.16 in women with HPV16-positive
97 CIN 2 and examined the safety, immunogenicity, and preliminary
98 efficacy of VB10.16 in an expansion cohort including subjects with
99 HPV16-positive CIN 2 or CIN 3.

100 Patients and Methods
101 Study design and subjects
102 This single-arm, open-label study was conducted at four study sites
103 in Germany between September 2015 and January 2019. An initial
104 dosing phase was performed in two cohorts of 8 participants each, to
105 evaluate safety and immunogenicity of 3 mg VB10.16 using different
106 dosing schedules. Results from this phase were subject to an interim
107 analysis after 6 participants in each dose cohort had completed
108 immunologic assessments 16 weeks after receiving the first dose of
109 VB10.16. Results were reviewed by a cohort review committee that
110 advised on the selection of theVB10.16 regimen to be further evaluated
111 in a subsequent expansion cohort of 18 subjects based on safety and
112 immunologic results (Supplementary Fig. S1).
113 Eligible women were aged at least 18 years, had pathology-
114 confirmed HPV16-positive high-grade CIN (CIN 2 for the initial
115 dosing cohorts, or CIN 2 or 3 for the expansion cohort), and agreed
116 to the protocol-mandated biological sampling. All participants were
117 required to have adequate bone marrow and liver function. Parti-
118 cipants were considered ineligible if colposcopy showed more than 2
119 cervical quadrants of CIN 3, or evidence of severe pelvic inflam-
120 matory disease or cervicitis, or other severe gynecologic infection.
121 Participants with atypical glandular cells, adenocarcinoma in situ,
122 malignant cells, or suspected microinvasive or invasive disease were
123 excluded. Participants were also excluded if they had clinically
124 significant autoimmune disease or known immunodeficiency, pre-
125 vious vaccination against HPV, or administration of any live vac-
126 cination within the preceding 90 days. An extensive list of inclusion
127 and exclusion criteria is listed in Supplementary Table S1. The
128 protocol allowed for conization of subjects during the study period
129 and the decision to perform a conization was at the discretion of the
130 investigator.
131 The study was conducted in accordance with the principles of the
132 Declaration of Helsinki, and of Good Clinical Practice, and was
133 approved by the Paul Ehrlich Institute and Ethics Committees of

135participating sites in Germany before screening subjects. Eligible
136subjects were identified by participating investigators and all subjects
137provided written informed consent before undergoing any study
138procedures. The trial is registered atClinicalTrials.gov (NCT02529930).

139Plasmid design
140VB10.16 is a nonreplicative, nonintegrating, DNA plasmid of 5,994
141base pairs. It encodes a single recombinant homodimer protein
142consisting of three modules: mutation-inactivated E6 and E7 protein
143from HPV16 linked to the natural human chemokine CCL3L1 via a
144dimerization module derived from human immunoglobulin G (IgG3)
145as shown in Fig. 1. The described coding region was inserted in high-
146expression vector, pUMVC4a, to generate VB10.16 which was pro-
147duced in E. coliDH1 in compliance with cGMP at Cobra Biologics Ltd.

148Study procedures
149VB10.16 was administered as two 0.5-mL intramuscular injec-
150tions into the lateral deltoid muscles using the PharmaJet Stratis
1510.5 mL Needle-free Injection System. Participants in the initial
152dosing phase received three vaccinations of 3 mg VB10.16 and two
153dosing regimens were evaluated: in cohort 1 participants received
154vaccinations at weeks 0, 3, and 6; in cohort 2 vaccinations were
155administered at weeks 0, 4 and 12. Participants in the expansion
156cohort received 4 vaccinations of 3 mg VB10.16 (weeks 0, 3, 6, and
15716; Supplementary Fig. S1).
158HPV16 positivity of all subjects was verified by a Cobas HPV Test
159performed at the study site and obtained within four weeks prior to
160start of study treatment.
161Safety was evaluated by recording adverse events (AEs, Common
162Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events, version 4.0) and through
163regular scheduled evaluations of safety laboratory parameters, vital
164signs, physical examinations, and electrocardiograms (ECG). Injection
165site related adverse events were solicited through the use of a diary in
166each subject.
167A DLT was defined as a clinically significant toxicity or abnormal
168value assessed as unrelated to the underlying disease, or concomitant
169medication and considered related to the study treatment.
170Regression of CIN lesions and lesion size was evaluated at the study
171sites by colposcopic examination and by histologic assessment of
172representative cervical biopsies (at screening and after 2, 4, 6, 9, and
17312 months of the first administration of VB10.16). More than one
174lesion could be followed by the investigator for this purpose.
175Clearance of HPV was evaluated at the study sites using a Cobas
176HPV Test (Roche Molecular Diagnostics) and/or p16 IHC assessment
177of cervical biopsies (at screening and 2, 4, 6, 9, and 12 months of the
178first administration of VB10.16).
179Biopsies of cervical lesions were obtained at screening, after
1804 months, and after 6 months to analyze PD-L1 expression (clone
18122C3) by IHC.

182IFNg ELISpot assay
183Blood samples were obtained at prespecified time points to monitor
184cellular immune responses (Supplementary Fig. S2). Immunogenicity
185of the vaccine was evaluated in terms of the cellular immune response
186against the E6/E7 viral antigens, using enzyme-linked immunospot
187assay (ELISpot) to assess systemic T-cell responses. Cryopreserved and
188thawed peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) were cultured in
189RPMI1640 overnight at 37�C, 5% CO2. After resting, PBMCs were
190cultured with HPV16 E6 or E7 peptides pools peptide pools in RPMI
191supplemented with 10% FCS for 5 days at 37�C 5%CO2 (2� 106 cells/
192wells in 24-well plate). At day 5, each condition was harvested and

Translational Relevance

High-grade cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) caused by
infection with human papillomavirus (HPV) most often precedes
the development of cervical carcinoma. HPV E6 and E7 viral
antigens are only expressed by HPV-infected cells and thus act
as tumor-specific antigens that are attractive targets for therapeutic
cancer vaccines. VB10.16 is a novel vaccine designed using a unique
modular vaccine technology based on linking antigens to aCCL3L1
targeting module and developed to treat HPV16-associated pre-
malignant and malignant lesions. We conducted a first-in-human
trial of VB10.16 monotherapy in subjects with CIN 2 or 3 and
demonstrated that VB10.16 is well tolerated and generated robust
HPV16-specific E6 and E7 T-cell responses. We observed regres-
sion of lesion size andCIN grading in amajority of treated subjects.
Vaccine-induced T-cell responses were shown to be correlated to
reduction of lesion size and grading indicating that VB10.16 was
able to elicit a clinically relevant immune response.
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195 seeded in ELISpot plates at 2 � 105 cells/well. PBMCs were then
196 restimulated withHPV16 E6 or E7 peptide pools or anti-CD3 (positive
197 control). Unstimulated PBMCs served as negative controls. After
198 24-hour incubation, spotswere developed according tomanufacturer’s

199 instructions and counted using CTL reader. HPV-specific responses
200 were calculated by subtracting the mean number of spots in the
201 unstimulated cells from the mean number of spots in experimental
202 wells and shown as spot-forming units (SFU) per 106 PBMCs. The
203 assay was performed in quadruplicates.

204 Outcome measures
205 The primary endpoint, the proportion of subjects with AEs, includ-
206 ing any DLTs, laboratory assessments, and physical findings, was
207 analyzed in the safety evaluable population, comprising all subjects
208 who received any amount of VB10.16.
209 Immunogenicity endpoints were analyzed in the immunogenicity
210 evaluable population, comprising all subjects who underwent an
211 immunologic assessment during the study.
212 Efficacy endpoints (CIN lesion size, CIN regression and HPV-
213 clearance) were analyzed in the efficacy evaluable population in the
214 expansion cohort comprising all subjects with at least 1 postbaseline
215 colposcopic assessment and CobasHPVTest. These outcomes were all
216 assessed locally by the investigators at prespecified timepoints.

217 Statistical analysis
218 The sample size for this exploratory, first-in-human trial was based
219 on clinical and practical considerations, not on a formal statistical
220 power calculation. An interim analysis was planned after completion
221 of the initial dosing phase. Statistical analyses were generally descrip-
222 tive, using counts and percentages for categorical measures, and
223 mean, median, SD, minimum, maximum for continuous measures.
224 A Mann–Whitney test was used to analyze differences in immune
225 responses in subjects with and without reductions in lesion size. A
226 generalized linear model with a Gamma distributed dependent var-
227 iable and inverse link function was fitted to the data. An ANOVA
228 analysis on the resulting single term model resulted in a P value for
229 SFU. Detailed description of the generalized linear model is avail-
230 able in the Supplementary information. P values less than 0.05 were
231 considered significant. All statistical analyses were performed using
232 SAS (version 9.4; SAS Institute).

234Data availability
235The data generated in this study are available within the article and
236its Supplementary Data files and at Clinicaltrials.gov (NCT02529930).
237Please contact the corresponding author for requests for additional
238data.

239Results
240Subjects disposition and baseline characteristics
241A total of 38 women were screened for the study; 4 women failed to
242meet all the eligibility criteria and 34womenwere enrolled in the study
243and received treatment with VB10.16 (Supplementary Fig. S3). Demo-
244graphics and baseline characteristics were comparable between
245cohorts (Table 1). A table outlining the representativeness of study
246participants is included in the Supplement section (Supplementary
247Table S2).
248One subject enrolled in the expansion cohort was subsequently
249found to be HPV16 negative after having received 2 vaccinations, and
250treatment was thereafter discontinued. This subject was followed for
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Figure 1.

Diagram of the therapeutic DNA vac-
cine VB10.16 designed by the unique
modular vaccine technology linking
antigens to a CCL3L1 targetingmodule.
A, The VB10.16 DNA vaccine was con-
structed through insertion of a coding
sequence (CDS) encoding inactivated
E7 and E6 HPV16 proteins linked to the
chemokine CCL3L1 including its native
signal peptide, through a human immu-
noglobulin G (IgG3) based dimeriza-
tion unit consisting of hinge region 1
of human IgG3, hinge region 4 of
human IgG3 and CH3 domain of human
IgG3 into pUMVC4a expression vector.
B, The translated Vaccibody protein
consists of inactivated E6 and E7
HPV16 proteins linked to the human
chemokine CCL3L1 through a human
immunoglobulinG (IgG3) based homo-
dimerization unit.Q4

Table 1. Baseline characteristics. Q5

VB10.16 Dose cohort (3 mg/mL)Baseline
characteristics Cohort 1 Cohort 2 Expansion Overall

Number of subjects 8 8 18 34
Age (years)

N 8 8 18 34
Mean 31.4 27.4 29.1 29.2
18–64 8 (100.0%) 8 (100.0%) 18 (100.0%) 34 (100.0%)

Cervical dysplasia categorization
CIN 2 8 (100.0%) 8 (100.0%) 8 (44.4%) 24 (70.6%)
CIN 3 0 0 10 (55.6%) 10 (29.4%)

HPV16 present 8 (100.0%) 8 (100.0%) 17 (94.4%) 33 (97.1%)
Other high-risk HPV
present

3 (37.5%) 5 (62.5%) 7 (38.9%) 15 (44.1%)

ECOG Performance status
0 8 (100.0%) 8 (100.0%) 18 (100.0%) 34 (100.0%)

Note: All enrolled subjects were Caucasian.
Abbreviation: ECOG, Eastern Co-operative Oncology Group.
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253 safety until week 24 and was included in the safety analyses but was
254 excluded from immunogenicity and efficacy analyses, because
255 VB10.16 can only be effective in subjects with HPV16. The remaining
256 33 enrolled subjects received all scheduled vaccinations. Conization
257 was permitted under the protocol and 6 enrolled subjects underwent
258 this procedure after having received all scheduled vaccinations with
259 VB10.16. One subject in the expansion cohort discontinued before the
260 scheduled 6 months follow-up visit.

261 Safety
262 No serious adverse events and DLTs were reported in the safety
263 evaluable population (n¼ 34), and none of the subjects discontinued
264 treatment due to an adverse event. Adverse events were reported in
265 all subjects except one and were typically mild to moderate in
266 severity. The most common solicited and unsolicited treatment-
267 related AEs (≥10%) reported during the period from administration
268 of the first VB10.16 dose to 30 days post last dose are listed
269 in Table 2. Most treatment-related AEs were “General disorders
270 and administration site conditions”, mainly injection site reactions.
271 The majority of such injection site reactions (81%) resolved within
272 4 days and were mild in nature, with 99% of events of grade 1 or 2
273 severity. Other commonly reported treatment-related AEs (≥10%)
274 were headache, hyperesthesia and erythema, all of grade 1–2. Grade
275 3 AEs were reported in 3 subjects (9%): 1 participant with emotional
276 distress and 1 participant with arthritis that were both not consid-
277 ered related to treatment with VB10.16 by the treating physicians,
278 and 1 participant with injection site pain and hyperesthesia that were
279 both considered to be treatment related. No grade 4 or 5 AEs were
280 reported.
281 Treatment-related late emerging AEs (occurring during week 24 to
282 12 months) were reported in 1 participant in cohort 2 (alopecia) and 2
283 subjects in the expansion cohort (influenza-like illness and injection
284 site pruritus).
285 A comparison of results between cohort 1, cohort 2, and expansion
286 cohort showed similar overall treatment-related AEs by system organ
287 class with few category exemptions and few differences (Supplemen-
288 tary Tables S3A–S3C).

290No noticeable changes in vital signs, ECG, or performance status
291were observed during the study period. A few patients experienced
292grade 2, 3, and 4 lab value events, but none of these were considered as
293related to VB10.16 (Supplementary Table S4).

294Clinical efficacy and HPV clearance in expansion cohort
295Preliminary evidence of efficacy was assessed in 17 evaluable
296subjects with CIN 2/3 that were enrolled in the expansion cohort and
297received vaccinations with VB10.16 at weeks 0, 3, 6, and 16. Three
298subjects were not followed up for the complete 12-month period: two
299subjects had a conization performed after 5 and 10 months, respec-
300tively, and one subject withdrew from study after 9 months.
301A reduction in lesion size was observed in 16 of the 17 evaluable
302subjects (94%), who were followed for up to 12 months. Twelve
303subjects (71%) had lesions size reductions ofmore than 50% compared
304with their baseline lesion size. Regression of lesions to CIN 0 or CIN 1
305was observed in 10 subjects (59%). A complete regression of CIN
306(CIN 0) was seen in 8 subjects (47%) (Fig. 2).
307HPV16 clearance was observed in 8 evaluable subjects (47%) as
308assessed by at least one test (CobasHPVTest or p16 IHC assessment of
309cervical biopsies) during the 12-month follow-up period.

310Clinical efficacy and HPV clearance in initial dosing cohorts
311Preliminary evidence of efficacy was also assessed in 16 evaluable
312subjects with CIN 2 at baseline that were enrolled in the two initial
313dosing cohorts and received vaccinations with VB10.16 at week 0, 3, 6
314in cohort 1, and at week 0, 4, and 12 in cohort 2. Four subjects (two in
315each cohort) were not followed up for the complete 12-months period:
316these subjects had a conization performed after 4, 6, 6, and 7 months,
317respectively.
318A reduction in lesion size was observed in 6 of the 8 evaluable
319subjects (75%) in cohort 1 and in 4 of the 8 evaluable subjects (50%) in
320cohort 2. Regression of lesions to CIN 0 or CIN 1 was observed in 3
321subjects (38%) in cohort 1 and 3 subjects (38%) in cohort 2. A complete
322regression of CIN (CIN 0) was seen in 2 subjects (25%) in cohort 1 and
3232 subjects (25%) in cohort 2.
324HPV16 clearance was observed in 3 evaluable subjects (38%%) in
325cohort 1 and 3 subjects (38%) in cohort 2, as assessed by at least one test
326(Cobas HPV Test or p16 IHC assessment of cervical biopsies) during
327the 12-month follow-up period.

328Induction of HPV16-specific IFNg responses
329Systemic T-cell responses against HPV16 E6 and E7 viral antigens
330were assayed by IFNg ELISpot individually in isolated PBMCs. PBMCs
331were collected at baseline and postvaccination visits, and functional
332T-cell responses are reported for 31 of 33 evaluable subjects.
333HPV16-specific T-cell responses were increased from baseline at
334least at one timepoint after vaccination in 6 of the 7 (85%)
335evaluable subjects in cohort 1 (Fig. 3A), with the peak response
336observed at week 7 one week after the third vaccination. Increased
337IFNg T-cell response postbaseline was observed in all 7 (100%)
338evaluable subjects in cohort 2 (Fig. 3B). Both dosing regimens
339demonstrated that a homologous boost vaccination with VB10.16
340was well tolerated, and the T-cell response was increased after
341multiple vaccinations.
342IFNg ELISpot in cohort 1 (week 0, 3, and 6) showed faster, stronger,
343and longer lasting T-cell responses compared with cohort 2 (week 0, 4,
344and 12), and based on both immunogenicity and safety findings, this
345dosing regimen was selected for the expansion cohort. In addition to
346the induction vaccinations, an additional vaccination at week 16 was
347included in the expansion cohort to study whether T-cell immune

Table 2. Common solicited and unsolicited treatment-related
AEs (≥10%) reported during the period from administration of the
first VB10.16 dose to 30 days post last dose in all cohorts
combined.

MedDRA System Organ Class
MedDRA preferred term Overall (%)

Number of subjects 34
General disorders and administration site conditions 32 (94%)

Injection site pain 27 (79%)
Injection site erythema 17 (50%)
Injection site hypersensitivity 14 (41%)
Injection site hyperesthesia 13 (38%)
Injection site swelling 11 (32%)
Swelling 6 (18%)
Fatigue 5 (15%)
Pain 5 (15%)

Nervous system disorders 22 (65%)
Headache 13 (38%)
Hyperesthesia 13 (38%)

Skin and subcutaneous tissue disorders 14 (41%)
Erythema 11 (32%)

Abbreviation: MedDRA, Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities.
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350 responses could be further amplified and maintained by multiple
351 vaccinations.
352 In the expansion phase, strongT-cell responses were observed for all
353 subjects (n ¼ 17) with an average 7.9-fold increase (range 0–63-fold)
354 indicating that an increase in the number of vaccinations elicited a
355 more robust and longer lasting T-cell responses. T-cell responses were
356 increased from baseline in 16 of 17 subjects (94%) after vaccination,
357 and in 13 subjects (76.5%) more than 2-fold (Fig. 3C). The additional
358 dose at week 16 demonstrated amplified and prolonged immune
359 responses compared with the dosing cohort 1(Fig. 3D).
360 The majority of the subjects (29 of 31 evaluable subjects) demon-
361 strated a vaccine-induced T-cell response, and a response was seen
362 against both E6 and E7 antigens (Supplementary Fig. S4).

363 HPV16-specific immune responses correlated with lesion size
364 regression
365 A total of 26 (79%) of the 33 subjects enrolled into cohort 1, 2, and
366 expansion cohort showed a lesion size reduction, and an exploratory
367 analysis demonstrated a clear statistically significant correlation
368 (P < 0.001) between strength of T-cell response and reduction in
369 lesion size. Most patients with strong T-cell responses and lesion size
370 reduction also presented with regression to no CIN or CIN 1,
371 indicating thatVB10.16 induced a clinically relevant immune response
372 (Fig. 3E and F).

373 PD-L1 upregulation in CIN lesions
374 Expression of PD-L1 in cervical biopsies was assessed by IHC at
375 baseline and at weeks 16 and 24 in subjects enrolled in the expansion
376 cohort. The data shown in Fig. 4, indicate a trend towards an increased
377 level of PD-L1 after VB10.16 vaccination which may delay or inhibit
378 T cell–mediated elimination of affected cells. Strong IFNg responses
379 were observed and lead to the expectation that PD-L1 was upregulated
380 in the tumoral epithelium as a response to the strong immune response
381 elicited by the VB10.16 vaccine. An upregulation of PD-L1 (>1%) was
382 observed in all 6 patients, whodid not achieve a regression to noCINor
383 CIN 1 during the follow-up period.

384 Discussion
385 In this first-in-human study, the APC-targeted, therapeutic DNA
386 vaccine VB10.16 was generally safe and well tolerated in women with
387 HPV16-positive high-grade CIN. The most common treatment-

389related adverse events were injection site reactions that were predom-
390inantly mild to moderate in severity and of limited duration. Further-
391more, immunogenicity of VB10.16 was demonstrated, with a robust
392and prolongedHPV16-specific T-cell response after vaccination in the
393majority of the subjects. The two initial dosing cohorts demonstrated
394that the HPV16-specific T-cell response is increased by more frequent
395vaccinations, and the 3-week vaccination regimen in combinationwith
396an additional vaccination demonstrated induction of the most rapid,
397strong, and long-lasting T-cell responses.
398Clearance of HPV16 and evidence of partial and complete regres-
399sion of CIN lesions was observed in a majority of subjects in the
400expansion cohort, indicating promising signs of efficacy of VB10.16. A
401regression of lesions to no CIN or CIN 1 was observed in 10 (59%)
402subjects. This seems to be in line, or better, when compared with
403findings from other studies investigating therapeutic vaccines target-
404ing E6 and E7 that reported regression rates to no CIN or CIN 1 in
405women with high-grade CIN (20–22). The observed HPV clearance
406rate of 47% in subjects treated with VB10.16 is also supportive for the
407HPV-specific mechanism of action of VB10.16. Caution should,
408however, be exercised when performing cross-trial comparisons as
409the included study populations, number of treated subjects and study
410follow-up periods vary between studies.
411Interestingly, the induction of strong HPV16-specific T-cell
412responses was correlated with lesion size reduction in most treated
413subjects, indicating that T-cells induced by the VB10.16 vaccine were
414clinically active. A robust IFN-g T-cell response was observed in all
415subjects who received four VB10.16 injections. A strong T-cell
416response was generated against both E6 and E7 antigens in all subjects
417and a significant correlation to lesion size reductions was evident for
418both E6 and E7-specific T-cells. The unique modular vaccine tech-
419nology of VB10.16 that is based on linking antigens to the chemokine
420CCL3L1-targeting module might contribute to cross presentation
421enabling a strong T-cell response. In trials performed in similar
422settings as ours, investigating vaccines that are not directly targeting
423antigen presentation to APCs for uptake of HPV antigens, T-cell
424responseswere only elicited in a limited number of subjects (21, 23, 24).
425Furthermore, in contrast to other therapeutic HPV vaccines holding
426both HPV16 and HPV18 antigens, the immune response elicited by
427VB10.16, and demonstrated in IFNg ELISpot, is specific against the
428HPV strain in the infected lesion. Homologous vaccination of the
429VB10.16 vaccine with initial priming doses to activate the immune
430system, followed by an additional dose of the same vaccine also offers a
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Figure 2.

Best overall change from baseline in CIN
lesions. Each bar in thewaterfall plot repre-
sents one subject indicating maximum
change in lesion size and CIN staging dur-
ing the 12-month follow-up period in all
evaluable subjects enrolled in the expan-
sion cohort (n ¼ 17) with CIN 2 or CIN 3 at
baseline. Changes from baseline in lesion
size and grading were assessed locally.
Gray scaling indicates the CIN grading
where 10 subjects showed no CIN or CIN
1 as best response. One subject had a con-
ization performed before the 24-week fol-
low-up visit (first bar).
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433 simple and easy vaccination regime compared with heterologous
434 prime-boost vaccines that use different types of vaccine technologies.
435 The promising, though preliminary, signs of efficacy and the
436 upregulation of PD-L1 observed in this studyprovide a strong rationale

438for combining VB10.16 with an anti-PD-1/PD-L1 checkpoint inhib-
439itor. Combination therapy with a checkpoint inhibitor blocking PD-1/
440PD-L1 interaction between the activated T cells and tumor cells might
441have resulted in improved clinical responses in our study. Such a
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Figure 3.

VB10.16 induced strong and long-lasting HPV16-specific T-cell response after homologous boost vaccination significantly correlated with lesion size
regression. Patients’ PBMCs were analyzed before (V1), during (1 weeks post each vaccination) and 8 weeks after (week 24) vaccination with VB10.16.
The number of HPV16 E6- and E7-specific IFNg secreting cells was determined individually by IFNg ELISPOT assays after 5-day in vitro stimulation with HPV16
E6 or E7 peptide pools. Shown are the SFUs per 106 PBMCs (average of triplicates) after subtracting the background number of spots (37.1�6.8) at
prevaccination and peak response postvaccination. Bars represent stacked E6 and E7 peptide–specific baseline (gray) and postvaccination (black) response in
the dosing cohort 1 (A), dosing cohort 2 (B), and expansion cohort (C). The kinetic of immune response is illustrated for cohort 1 and expansion cohort (D).
Error bars represent SEM. IFNg HPV16-specific T-cell responses were significantly correlated with lesion size regression (E and F). A comparison between
lesion size regression as best response against peak IFNg response post vaccination of participants in cohorts 1, 2 and expansion cohort are visualized by
floating bars. A Mann–Whitney test was used to compare groups, indicated by the P value (P < 0.001). Floating bars show min, median, and max values. Open,
gray, and closed dots represent cohorts 1, 2 and expansion cohort. A generalized linear model with gamma distribution and inverse model link function was
fitted to the data in F. An ANOVA analysis was used to generate the P value for SFUs (details in Supplementary Data). The HPV16 type was confirmed for all
patients by COBAS HPV test prior to vaccination. PBMC samples at baseline were lost in 2 subjects.
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444 combinatorial approach is supported by a recent study of nivolumab in
445 combination with ISA101b, a synthetic long-peptide therapeutic
446 HPV16 vaccine, in patients with HPV16-positive head and neck
447 cancer. This study showed promising results in terms of overall
448 response rate and overall survival compared with historical data in
449 patients receiving PD-1 inhibition alone (25). Another study that
450 combined treatment with a therapeutic DNA vaccine targeting E6
451 and E7 (GX-188E) and pembrolizumab in patients with HPV16/18-
452 positive advanced cervical cancer also showed improved response rates
453 compared with historical data from patients who received treatment
454 with pembrolizumab alone (26). A phase II study of VB10.16 in
455 combination with the PD-L1 inhibitor atezolizumab is currently
456 ongoing in women with HPV16-positive advanced cervical cancer
457 (NCT04405349). This trial uses a schedule of VB10.16 with a similar
458 3-week dose interval in an induction phase.
459 The use of a two-phase approach is typical in early phase studies
460 with an exploratory focus and was of particular benefit in the present
461 study, where a clear difference in immune responses between the
462 initially studied dose regimens was observed, and results from the
463 interim analysis prompting the addition of a fourth vaccination.
464 Most subjects were followed up for an extended period (up to
465 12 months) after having received 3 or 4 VB10.16 vaccinations
466 allowing for an adequate characterization of its safety profile. Our
467 study was, however, both limited in size and had extensive exclusion
468 criteria, which were necessary to protect the safety of participating
469 individuals given that this was a first-in-human study with VB10.16.
470 This resulted in the population under examination being more
471 homogenous compared with a real-world situation. Furthermore,
472 we excluded women who had received prior prophylactic HPV
473 vaccination from our study.
474 Importantly, the expansion cohort included both subjects with CIN
475 2 lesions and more severe CIN 3 lesions. As our trial was phase I and

477did not have a placebo or control arm, the observed regressions of
478lesion size that were seen in most subjects will have to be interpreted
479with some caution. Biopsies that were taken from CIN lesions during
480the study period might have resulted in decreased lesion sizes. CIN
481lesions are also known to have relatively high spontaneous regression
482rates, although such rates are generally lower (<30%) in subjects with
483CIN 2 or CIN 3 lesions that were enrolled in our study (21, 27, 28).
484Spontaneous regression of CIN 3 lesions caused by HPV16 that were
485included in the expansion cohort are reported to be even more
486rare (27). In conclusion, vaccination of women with HPV16-positive
487high-grade CIN using the unique modular vaccine technology of
488VB10.16 that is based on linking antigens to a CCL3L1 targeting
489module, was generally well tolerated, and induced rapid, strong, and
490long-lasting immune responses specific for E6 and E7 antigens.
491Promising signs of efficacy were observed in subjects who received
492VB10.16 using a homologous vaccination regimen. A strong T-cell
493response was demonstrated in subjects with lesion size reduction
494indicating that VB10.16 induced a clinically relevant immune
495response.
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PD-L1 expression increased in lesions after VB10.16 vaccination. PD-L1 expres-
sion was assessed by IHC in cervical biopsies collected at screening, and at
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